


method extracts local features. Like the features found us-

ing sparse coding [15], SIFT [11], convolutional networks

[6, 21] and Boltzmann machines [18], shapelets describe

local shape boundaries. However, shapelets also provide a

factorized representation of local shape and color, which we

show to be useful for object recognition.

2. The shapelet model

Given an unlabeled set of training images, the shapelet

model attempts to explain all image patches using a li-

brary of patch shapes, or shapelets, and a hierarchical set

of palettes used to color each patch in each image. The

shapelets capture information concerning local shape in a

patch regardless of the specific colors used, whereas the

palettes capture information concerning the coloring of

patches and images regardless of the patch or image struc-

ture. A universal palette accounts for the colors of all train-

ing images. Each image selects a subset of global image

colors from that palette to form the image palette, and, in

turn, each patch in the image chooses a subset of colors

from the image palette to form the patch palette. The hi-

erarchy of palettes enables the model to capture inter and

intra-image coloring consistencies.

Using a generative modeling approach, a shapelet is a

probabilistic grouping of pixels into a set of regions that re-

flect co-occurrence of color. Shapelets capture local image

structure by modeling this co-occurrence without regard for

the specific color identities. In order to explain patches of

different complexity, each shapelet is allowed to contain a

different number of regions. A shapelet with a single re-

gion describes a uniformly colored patch, while a shapelet

with several regions can capture more complex patterns. An

image patch can be described by a shapelet and a palette

reflecting the color means and variances of each shapelet

region. This gives rise to a flexible patch-based image rep-

resentation: multiple patches can be compactly explained

by a single shapelet with different palettes (Fig. 1).

Regions within a shapelet serve a similar role to stels

[16, 17] in that both represent probabilistic pixel groupings

based on color co-occurrence. However, stel models are of-

ten learned on whole images, and so stels often correspond

to object parts (eg, the shirt of a person), while shapelets are

learned on the patch level and correspond to shape primi-

tives (eg, a quarter circle).

Given a test image and a learned library of shapelets, we

infer distributions describing which shapelets best model

each patch in the image, along with the palettes used to

color the patches and the image. This factorized represen-

tation can be used to perform higher level vision tasks. In

the sequel, we provide details of the model and the learning

and inference algorithms, and demonstrate the application

of the obtained shape and color factorization to the tasks of

image reconstruction and object recognition.

2.1. Probabilistic graphical model for shapelets

Given M images, each containing J patches of

size Ny ×Nx = N pixels, our goal is to learn a library of

shapelets and to infer the universal, global (per-image), and

patch palettes. We denote the number of shapelets in the li-

brary by S, where each shapelet s contains Rs regions. We

let the universal palette contain U colors, the global palettes

contain G colors, and the patch palettes contain up to R̂

colors, where R̂ = maxs Rs.

A shapelet s, containing Rs regions, is represented as

a collection of N discrete distributions over the Rs region

indices. For each shapelet, these distributions indicate the

region preference of every pixel in a patch.

To generate a set of images from our model, one first

generates a set of universal colors comprised of U means

in color space. Next, to generate an image, a global palette

is generated by randomly selecting G color means from the

universal palette and specifying their variances (note that

color variances are image-specific). Then, each patch in the

image picks one shapelet from the library of S shapelets.

Pixels in the patch are assigned to one of the Rs regions

by independently sampling from each pixel’s discrete dis-

tribution, as given by the selected shapelet. Finally, each

of the Rs regions is assigned to one of the G global col-

ors by sampling from their respective distributions defined

by the patch palette, and use their global color’s mean and

variance to color their assigned pixels. Note that multiple

regions may pick the same global color; all that is required

is that pixels belonging to the same region are explained

by the same global color. Note that the generation of local

shape (shapelets) is explicitly separated from the genera-

tion of local appearance (palettes); it is this separation that

allows the shapelet model to efficiently factorize shape and

appearance.

The graphical model is given in Fig. 2. umg ∈ {1...U}
is the universal color index being used in image m by im-

age color g; the shapelet index being used in image m

and patch j is smj ∈ {1...S}; the region index to which

pixel n in image m and patch j, using shapelet s, is assigned

is rmjn ∈ {1...Rs}; the global color index to which pixel n

in image m and patch j is assigned is gmjn ∈ {1...G}; the

observed value of pixel n in image m and patch j is denoted

by ~xmjn ∈ R
H , where H is the number of color channels

(eg, H = 3 in the case of RGB-space).

We parameterize the above hidden variable distributions

as follows:

P (umg | ~β) = Discrete(~β) (1)

P (smj | ~θ) = Discrete(~θ) (2)

P (rmjn | smj=s, ~πns) = Discrete(~πns) (3)

P (gmjn | rmjn=r, ~αmjr) = Discrete(~αmjr) (4)

The parameter ~β controls the selection of colors from the
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Figure 2. Graphical model for the shapelet model. An image m is

generated by first selecting G image colors from a library of U uni-

versal colors. Then, each patch j in the image selects a shapelet,

smj , to model its local shape, and Rsmj
colors from the G image

colors to model its local color. Each patch ~xmj is then colored

according to the choice of shapelet and palettes.

universal palette that form global colors. The parameter ~θ

controls the shapelet choice for modeling a particular patch,

and is further discussed below. ~πns parameterizes, for a

pixel n in shapelet s, the distribution over the Rs regions

and is analogous to a distribution over stel assignments

[16, 17] for patches. Similarly, ~αmjr parameterizes, for a

patch j in an image m for the region r, the distribution over

the G image colors, and forms the lowest level of our color

hierarchy (patch palette), as shown in Fig. 1.

Recall that our framework is capable of handling

shapelets with a differing number of regions through an ap-

propriate choice of the Rs∀s. The choice of shapelet, and

thus of shapelet complexity, is controlled by the parame-

ter ~θ = θ1, . . . , θS . We wish to bias our framework to pre-

fer to use shapelets with fewer regions (‘simpler’ shapelets).

We achieve this by setting:

θs =
exp(−λ(Rs − 1)2)

∑S

s=1
exp(−λ(Rs − 1)2)

, (5)

where λ is a regularization parameter. This prior is fixed

since Rs is fixed ∀s. Alternative forms of regularization are

also possible, such as using a Dirichlet prior with S param-

eters. However, such a prior may require careful parame-

ter setting to balance the use of simpler and more complex

shapelets. In contrast, the regularization choice in Eq. 5 has

only one tunable parameter, and in practice we find it has

the desired effect of encouraging the use of shapelets with

fewer regions.

For the observation model, we assume each H-

dimensional pixel value is distributed according to an axis-

aligned H-dimensional Gaussian:

P (~xmjn | gmjn=g, umt=u) =

H
∏

h=1

N (xh
mjn |µh

u, (σ
2)hmg)

(6)

where N () is the normal distribution, µh
u is the mean of

the hth color channel of uth universal color, and (σ2)hmg is

the variance of the hth color channel in the set (σ2)mg of

variances.

3. Variational inference and learning

Letting Φ = {π, α, β, µ, (σ2)}, and h={s, r,g,u} (the

collection of all hidden variables), we perform maximum-

likelihood parameter estimation of the likelihood function

P (x | ~θ,Φ) = ∑

h P (x,h | ~θ,Φ) with respect to Φ, keep-

ing ~θ fixed according to Eq. 5. The complete data log-

likelihood is given by:

logP (x,h | ~θ,Φ)=
∑

mg

logP (umg | ~β) +
∑

mj

logP (smj | θs)

+
∑

mjn

logP (rmjn | smj , ~πns) +
∑

mjn

logP (gmjn | rmjn, ~αmjr)

+
∑

mjn

logP (xh
mjn | gmjn=g, umt=u, ~µu,

~(σ2)mg). (7)

To keep the notation uncluttered, we omit conditioning

on the parameters below. Exact computation of the poste-

rior distribution over hidden variables is not tractable due

to explaining away, so we perform inference and learning

using a variational algorithm. We use a factorized approxi-

mation to the posterior:

Q(s, r,g,u) = Q(s, r,g)Q(u). (8)

We further assume that Q(s, r,g) factorizes as follows:

Q(s, r,g)=
∏

mj

Q(smj)
∏

n

Q(rmjn | smj)Q(gmjn | rmjn).

(9)

Note that this is an approximation since the true posterior

does not factorize over patches, j, nor pixels, n, due to the

sharing of the universal colors u.

We are free to specify the functional forms of the Q-

distributions Q(smj), Q(rmjn | smj), and Q(gmjn | rmjn).
A natural choice is the one that minimizes the free-energy

F between Q(s, r,g,u) and P (x, s, r,g,u):

F=
∑

s,r,g,u

Q(s, r,g,u) log
Q(s, r,g,u)

P (x, s, r,g,u)
, (10)
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where Q(s, r,g,u) decouples according to Eqs. 8 and 9.

This is a natural objective to minimize as F is an upper-

bound on the negative likelihood, −P (x | ~θ,Φ) and so min-

imizing Eq. 10 is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound

on the marginal likelihood of the data [13].

Consider the factor Q(smj). We note that keep-

ing all other Q-distributions fixed, the distribution

Q∗(smj) that minimizes Eq. 10 is given by Q∗(smj) ∝
exp(Eh\smj

[lnP (x, s, r,g,u)]), where \ indicates a set of

elements except for a specific element (ie, h\smj
is the

set h without smj). This results in a tractable expression

for Q∗(smj). Similarly, we can obtain tractable expres-

sions for Q∗(rmjn | smj) and Q∗(gmjn | rmjn), as well as

Q∗(umg), where we have further approximated Q(u) with
∏

mg Q(umg). More details are provided in the supplemen-

tary materials.

These variational inference updates can be used as an E-

step in a variational EM framework that is guaranteed to

increase a lower bound on the data likelihood. In order to

perform the M-step, we take the derivatives of Eq. 10, with

respect to the model parameters. For the M-step, it is useful

to compute the quantity Q(gmjn) ∀ mjn:

Q(gmjn)=
∑

smj

(

Q(smj)
∑

rmjn

Q(rmjn | smj)Q(gmjn | rmjn)
)

.

(11)

With the Q-distributions computed as above, the M-Step

palette updates are:

~µu=

∑

mgjn

(

Q(umg=u)Q(gmjn=g)~xmjn

)

∑

mgjn

(

Q(umg=u)Q(gmjn=g)
) (12)

(σ2)hmg=

∑

u

(

Q(umg=u)
∑

jn Q(gmjn=g)(xh
mjn − µh

u)
2

)

∑

u

(

Q(umg = u)
∑

jn Q(gmjn=g)
)

(13)

where h indexes a color channel. The palette updates re-

semble the mean and variance updates for learning a mix-

ture of Gaussians, where the responsibilities are given by

Q(umg=u)Q(gmjn=g), the datapoints are the pixels, and

we also sum over all G image-level colors to remove the

color hierarchy going from the U universal colors to the G

image colors. The remaining updates are given in the sup-

plementary materials.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Shapelet library

A set of shapelets learned from one of the Caltech28 tri-

als described in the next section is shown in Fig. 3. The

shapelets learned by our model vary in complexity from

simple horizontal lines to more complex patterns such as

pie-wedge shapes and quarter circles. Some of the shapelets

also resemble Gabor-like filters, capturing patterns such

as lines in different orientations and positions. Note that

whereas standard coding methods would need to have sepa-

rate filters to account for different combinations of intensity

patterns, the shapelet model can make do with fewer filters.

For example, the shapelet in the second column and first

row can account for a patch with a bright strip above a dark

region, but can equally well account for a dark strip above

a bright region.

4.2. Image reconstruction

Since we have a generative model, our shapelet model

can perform image reconstruction in addition to object clas-

sification. To perform reconstruction of a given image m,

we first take a learned shapelet library, which defines the

~πns∀n, s, and using the method outlined in Sect. 2, we infer

the posterior distribution over shapelets P (smj | ~θ,Xmj)∀j
(Xmj = {~xmjn}Nn=1

refers to all pixels in a particular

patch), the image palette parameters ~µmg , (~σ2)mg∀g, and

the patch palette parameters ~αmjr∀j, r. We then follow our

generative model described in Sect. 2.1, except using the

posterior distribution over shapelets instead of the prior over

shapelets given in Eq. 5. In addition, instead of sampling

from our multinomial distributions, we use the index with

the highest probability mass, and instead of sampling from

our Gaussian observation models, we use their means. Re-

constructions are shown in Figure 4 using a shapelet library

learned on Caltech28. The original images were resized to

be 100×100, and we performed inference using a patch size

of 8×8, a stride of 2, and G = 6. Since we use overlapping

patches, we also average the appearance of a pixel over all

patches that overlap with that pixel. As shown in the image

reconstructions, our model is capable of reconstructing im-

ages with a variety of properties, such as having very many

or very few colors. Additionally, while our model does not

smooth over object boundaries, it tends to smooth over ar-

eas of fine detail, such as textured regions. This is to be

expected, as modeling co-occurrence of colors in a patch

does not lend itself well to explaining texture. We note that

our reconstructions may benefit from using smaller patches

and shorter strides.

4.3. Generating images

Since the shapelet model is a generative model of con-

sistently colored image patches, we can use it to sample

image patches subject to the constraint that patches should

have similar intensity patterns on their boundaries. Fig. 5

shows images that were generated using the shapelet model

described above. The method produces an image of global

color indices. Each 8× 8 patch of indices was generated by

comparing the boundary region indices with the boundary
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Figure 3. A library of 201 shapelets learned from Caltech28 using our shapelet model. For each shapelet, we show the multinomial

parameters of the (up to) three regions for each pixel as a linear combination of red, green and blue, where each color represents a

multinomial parameter. For visualization purposes, the shapelets are ordered by increasing entropy, and the region colors are arbitrary.

Figure 4. Image reconstructions (bottom row) and the original re-

sized 100 × 100 images (top row). For pictures with a multitude

of colors, such as the sunset picture (left), our model finds G col-

ors that captures the dominant colors in the image. Our model can

also reconstruct images where there is a relatively small range of

colors, such as in the cup picture (middle). Finally, we note that

our model tends to smooth regions with fine details, such as the

spots on the dog’s nose and ears (right).

regions indices of every shapelet. One of the 10 shapelets

with lowest boundary conditional entropy was randomly se-

lected. Then, its indices were copied into the patch, after

mapping the shapelet’s region indices to the corresponding

global indices and generating new global indices if not all

region indices could be mapped.

As shown in Fig. 5, our shapelet model is able to gen-

erate contiguous regions over a large spatial range despite

operating on the patch level. In addition, our model is

able to reuse image colors in different areas of the image.

These properties are a result of the edge constraints, and

having a color hierarchy, namely the patch palettes and im-

age palette.

5. Object recognition

To explore the usefulness of our method, we compare it

with other competitive methods that use similar size code-

books on the task of object recognition, using the Caltech28

Figure 5. 100 × 100 pixel images were generated by sampling

patches using the shapelet model with the constraint that the

boundaries of neighboring patches must have similar intensity pat-

terns. Boundaries of 1, 2, 3 and 4 pixels were used. Through the

patch palettes and edge constraints, our model is able to generate

long range structures, despite operating on the patch level. The im-

age generated using a boundary of 4 pixels (lower right) has large

contiguous regions, while the image generated using a boundary

of 1 pixel (top left) has smaller contiguous regions. Note that the

model is able to reuse image colors in different areas of the image.

[2] and Caltech101 [10] datasets.

5.1. Shapeletbased image descriptor

Given a library of shapelets, we infer the shapelet labels

and palettes for a given test image and use these to construct

a feature vector for object recognition. Our feature vector

consists of separate shape and color descriptors.

After running inference on a test image, we describe

each patch using the S-dimensional posterior distribution

of shapelet labels, P (smj |Xmj). Additionally, we can de-

scribe each patch according to its distribution of palette en-

tries. Although we could use information from the patch-

level and image-level palettes to quantify the distribution of

colors in a patch, we have found that using the universal

colors provides a richer patch description. For each patch,

we construct a histogram with U bins and assign each pixel

to a single bin according to its nearest universal color.

Since the shapelet model factorizes shape and color, the

posterior distribution over shapelets can be viewed as an
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S-dimensional descriptor of local shape and the histogram

over colors can be viewed as a U -dimensional descriptor of

local color. With this setup, each image can be described by

J ×S descriptors of local shape, and a J ×U descriptors of

local color, where J is the number of patches in the image.

To reduce dimensionality and gain robustness to local

deformations, we follow [9, 20] and spatially pool features

using three levels, consisting of 1×1, 2×2 and 4×4 grids,

leading to a total of 1+4+16 = 21 spatial regions. To make

features gathered over all levels of the pyramid comparable,

we normalize each type of descriptor (shapelet and palette)

for each of the 21 regions to have unit length. The complete

image representation consists of 21S descriptors of local

shape, and 21U descriptors of local color, each of which

are normalized to have unit length.

5.2. Shapeletbased classifier

In all experiments, we used RGB color images when pos-

sible, resized images to be 100 × 100, used 8 × 8 patches

with a stride of 2, set G = 6 and U = 125, used a shapelet

library having one single-region shapelet, 120 two-region

shapelets, and 80 three-region shapelets, and set λ = 2.

8×8 patches are just large enough to capture interesting lo-

cal structure in 100× 100 images, and following [4], we set

our stride to be as small as computationally feasible. Our

results are not sensitive to the settings of G and U : setting

G = [3...8] and U = [64, 125, 216] yields no statistical dif-

ference. For more details on how we set the shapelet library

parameters, see the supplementary materials.

We use a one-versus-all SVM classifier [3] and set the

soft-margin penalty to 1. Using the shapelet descriptors and

palette descriptors, we compute similarity between two im-

ages A and B by:

K(~xA, ~xB)=wKs(~x
A
s , ~x

B
s ) + (1− w)Kc(~x

A
c , ~x

B
c ) (14)

where ~xA
s is the shapelet descriptor and ~xA

c is the palette

(color) descriptor for image A, Ks measures similarity be-

tween shapelet descriptors, Kc measures similarity between

palette descriptors, and w ∈ [0..1] is the weighting between

the two. We use an intersection kernel for both descriptors.

5.3. Other methods

We compare our method with a patch-based version of

the original stel model [7], the multi-level stel model [16],

SIFT with the spatial pyramid match kernel (SIFT+SPM)

[9], and Gist descriptors with the intersection kernel

(Gist+IK) [14].

To test whether our method benefits from flexibility

in the number of regions per shapelet and a hierarchical

palette, we use the original stel learning algorithm to learn

a stel mixture model for patches by treating each patch as a

separate image. For classification, we use the posterior dis-

tribution over stel models for each patch as the local shape

descriptor, and proceed with spatial pooling and SVM clas-

sification. For the multi-level stel model, we restate the re-

sults as published in [7]1.

To examine the usefulness of allowing the lowest level of

our color hierarchy, namely allowing each patch to select up

to R colors from the G image colors, we remove this layer

from our model. Here, each image selects G global colors,

and each shapelet then uses image color g to model region

with index g. This is similar to our original shapelet model,

but now G = R, and αmjrg = 0 if r 6= g.

We use our own implementation of the SIFT+SPM

method as described in [9] using a patch size of 16 × 16
and a stride of 4 to extract SIFT descriptors and a codebook

size of 200. To learn the codebook, we select a random set

of 100, 000 SIFT descriptors from the training set. For Gist,

we use the software available online with default settings

[14] and our own implementation of the intersection kernel.

5.4. Caltech 28: Recognition results

For each class, we use 30 training examples and 30
testing examples. We use 10 different randomly chosen

train/test splits to obtain confidence intervals, and the splits

are identical across the different methods.

To perform classification, we must set the weighting, w,

between the shapelet and color similarities in Eq. 14. We

report results for the settings w = {0.5, 1}.

In order to make a fair comparison to SIFT and Gist de-

scriptors, we also collected color histograms over the im-

age, and used the similarity metric defined by Eq. 14, where

we replaced the shapelet feature vectors by either SIFT de-

scriptors collected over a spatial pyramid, or Gist descrip-

tors, as appropriate. We form the color histograms by tiling

the color space and dividing each of the H color channels

into
H
√
U bins. The color histograms are collected over im-

age patches of size 8× 8 with a stride of 2, just as with the

shapelet model.

We report classification results in Table 1 as the mean

of the diagonal of the confusion matrix. Our method out-

performs the other methods whenever color information is

available, but when it is not available, the SIFT-based ap-

proach does better.

One question to ask is how useful color alone is for clas-

sification. Setting w = 0 so that only color is used as

the descriptor yields a classification rate of 51.4%(0.4%).
The multi-resolution stel model as reported in [16] achieves

a recognition rate of 78.1% on this dataset, but their ap-

proach may benefit from using a color histogram2. Addi-

tionally, their performance numbers may change if tested

on our train/test splits. Since our performance is better by a

1We were unable to run their code on our partitions as the code is un-

available.
2We note that we could not use color histograms to boost the perfor-

mance of [16] as the source code is unavailable
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Method Descriptor only

(w = 1)

Descriptor with

color (w = 0.5)

Shapelets 74.6%(0.4%) 83.1%(0.5%)
Shapelets w/o

indirection R=3
44.6%(0.4%) 60.9%(0.4%)

Shapelets w/o

indirection R=6
33.9%(0.6%) 43.6%(0.4%)

Patch-stel

model R = 3
74.2%(0.3%) 79.9%(0.3%)

Patch-stel

model R = 6
72.4%(0.3%) 78.5%(0.5%)

Gist+IK 73.0%(0.3%) 77.5%(0.4%)
SIFT+SPM 75.4%(0.4%) 79.7%(0.4%)

Table 1. Caltech28 classification rates for baseline measures.

“Shapelets w/o indirection“ refers to our model without the map-

ping of patch palette colors to image colors, which performs much

worse than all other methods. This demonstrates the usefulness

of the finest level of our color hierarchy. Note the performance

gain for all methods from adding a color histogram. The stan-

dard deviation of the estimated mean classification rate is shown

in brackets.

relatively small margin over other approaches, we evaluate

if this improvement is statistically significant by perform-

ing paired t-tests using the same 10 train/test splits for all

methods. Our performance is superior to the other bench-

marks with statistical significance (p-value ≤ 0.05) for the

setting of w = 0.5. It is interesting to note that when ig-

noring color information and classifying based on shapelet

similarity alone (w = 1), we achieve comparable recogni-

tion rates to the SIFT+SPM and Gist approaches, but we

outperform them when color information is included. This

difference in performance is due to our model’s explicit fac-

torization of local shape information from local color infor-

mation. Because of this factorization, the shapelet model

can make greater use of this source of information. On the

other hand, SIFT descriptors, which are a function of image

gradients within a patch, already incorporate a form of color

information and so do not gain as much when explicit color

information is provided. We also note the poor performance

of the shapelet model when the last layer of color hierarchy

is removed, which indicates the importance of the last layer.

Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrix of the shapelet model

both with and without color information. Note that some

class pairs that are not well disambiguated by shape alone,

like sunflowers and lotuses, are well distinguished when

color information is also used. We note again that for such

classes, we receive such significant boost in classification

rate by adding color information since the shapelet model

factorizes description of local shape from description of lo-

cal color. However, this gain in classification rate is not

true for all classes. For example the ewer class has a lower

classification rate when color is added. This occurs since

in the ewer images, the background, which is often a uni-
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Faces_easy 98         1             2     

Leopards  70  1  1 1 1 1 3 3 2  1 1   1 7  1  1 7 1 1   

Motorbikes   96  1 1   1    1      1  2      1 1

bonsai  1  73 4  1 1 1  1 1  1 3 2  1 4  2 1   3 3  

brain    1 86 1 3 1  1  1 2     2     5   

butterfly  1 1  1 71 1 4   2 1 1 1  1    1 3 1 1 5  2

cougar_face  2 1   2 68 3 1 10 1 2 2 2 1   1 5  4  1 1   1  

crab  2    4 4 70  3 4  2 1  2  2 1  2   6 1 1 1  

cup     1 1   72 2 2 1 2 6 1 1 2 1  4 1  1 1 1  2 1

dalmatian  5  1 1 1 7 4 2 63 1 3    2  3 2  3   2 2 2 2 2

dolphin  1    3 1 4 1  44 1 1 1 2 5 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 1

elephant 1 2  2 1 1 2 1 3 4 4 72 1  2 3   3  1  1 2 2 4 1  

euphonium        1  1 1  78  1 1  1   2      1 2

ewer  2  2   1 1 4  1   80  1 1 1    1 1 1 1 1 1

ferry  4  6     3  4  5 1 76 6 1 3 1 1 1 6   1  2  

flamingo  1  1  1 1 1 1 2 8 4 1 1 5 63  2 1  3 3 1 3 2 2 3 1

grand_piano        1 1  3  1 1 2 1 91         2  

joshua_tree  2  2   1   3   1  1 2  74 4  3 1  1 1 1   

kangaroo  5  2   2  1 1 5 6  1  1  2 66  3  1 3  1 1 1

laptop     1    1  3  1  1  1   92         

lotus  1  1  5 3 1 1 1 2 1  1  2  2 1  47  2 2  3 1 1

schooner  1       1  1 1  2 1 2      83      

soccer_ball    1 1 1  2 1  2   1       3 1 73 2  1 3

starfish  1  2  1 1 1  3 6 1    3  2 1  3 1 3 57 1 3  

stop_sign    1  1 1  1       1 1 1       83  1

sunflower    1  1 1 1   1    1 1   1  13   3  72  

watch     1 4 1 1 1 1    1    1   1 1 1    81 1

yin_yang     1                 1 3    86

(a) Confusion matrix using only shapelet information
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Faces_easy 99                           

Leopards  87     1 1    2    1   4     2     

Motorbikes   95   1   1          1   1     1 1

bonsai  2  82 3  1 1 1   2   1 3  2 1     1 1 1  

brain     86 1 1 2          1     2 1   1  

butterfly      76 1 3  2 1 1  2       4   2  3  

cougar_face    1  1 81 3 2 4  2  1     6     1    

crab   2  2 2 1 78 1 2 4  6   1 1       5 1    

cup     1 2   70 1 1  2 10 1  2 1  2   3 2   3  

dalmatian    1 1 3 4 2 4 84 1 4    1  1 2  2  3 1 1  

dolphin  1   1   1 1  77 1  2 2 2  1 1  2  2 5 1 1 1

elephant   1 3   2 1 2 2 2 78 1  1 1   1    1 1 2 2 1 1

euphonium    1         85  1  1   1 1      1 1

ewer    1     3  2   75  1 1 1 1 1  2       

ferry    2     4  1  3 1 90 3  1    5     2  

flamingo  2  1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 2  75  1 3  4 1  7 3 1 1

grand_piano         1   1  1  1 95         1  

joshua_tree  1  3        1 1     84 2  4 1 1   1  

kangaroo  4     2 2    4  1  2  1 73  1   4    

laptop     1      1   1      96       1  

lotus    2  4 1 1      1  2     71  3 2 1 2 2  

schooner         3  1 1  1 1       90 2     

soccer_ball         1 1 2   2     1    78 2   1 1

starfish   1    1 1  1 1 1    4  1 2  5  3 65  1   

stop_sign        1 3            1    90   1

sunflower      2      1         2     89   

watch    1 1 3 2  1 2        1         84  

yin_yang      1        1         2    1 94

(b) Confusion matrix using shapelet and color information with w = 0.5.

Figure 6. Confusion matrices for Caltech28. Entry (i, j) is the per-

centage of the time class i was classified as class j, averaged over

10 trials. For pairs of classes not disambiguated by local shape

alone, such as the lotus and sunflower classes, and classes where

color is highly informative, such as the dolphin class (abundance

of blue), adding color information significantly improves perfor-

mance. However, adding color information hurts performance for

a few classes, such as the ewer class. Performance increases are in

green circles, and decreases are in red rectangles.

form color that is different for each image, takes up a large

portion of the image. Because of this, the color histograms

capture color information primarily about the uninforma-

tive background. To compound this difficulty, the cup class

images appears on similar kinds of backgrounds as the ewer

images, and Fig. 6 shows that with color information, ewers

and cups are confused more often.
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Method Descriptor only

(w = 1)

Descriptor with

color (w = 0.5)

Shapelets 52.1%(0.7%) 56.7%(0.7%)
Patch-stel

model R = 3
52.8%(0.5%) 56.1%(0.7%)

Gist+IK 48.6%(0.4%) 52.4%(0.6%)
SIFT+SPM3 53.0%(0.4%) 56.4%(1.1%)

Table 2. Caltech101 classification rates. The standard deviation of

the estimated mean classification rate is shown in brackets.

5.5. Caltech 101: Recognition results

We used the experimental setup as described in Sect. 5.4

for all methods, except with only 15 training examples, and

5 random train/test splits for obtaining confidence intervals.

Classification results are reported in Table 2. For the setting

of w = 0, the classification rate is 27.6%(0.4%).
We note that our results are competitive with both the

SIFT+SPM and Gist+IK approach, as well as the standard

stel model applied to patches for R = 3. We note again

that the boost in performance we get from adding color

information is significantly greater than the boost seen by

the SIFT+SPM and Gist methods, since we factorize lo-

cal shape and local color in our model. Due to space re-

strictions we omit reporting the confusion matrix for this

dataset, but note again that including color descriptors as

well as shapelet descriptors generally improves the classifi-

cation rate of all classes and helps to disambiguate similarly

shaped classes, just as in Caltech28. Finally, we ran our

method on the same three train/test partitions the authors of

the multi-resolution stel model [16] used to evaluate their

method. We achieved a recognition rate of 57.9%(0.6%)
with a setting of w = 0.5 on this partition, while the method

of [16] achieved 58.92%. These additional trials are not in-

cluded in the set of trials reported in Table 2.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we present extensions of the stel model to

a patch-based framework, and introduce the notion of hi-

erarchical palettes for describing the coloring of an image

set, images, and patches in an image. We demonstrate that

our framework factorizes local shape from local color in

the form of shapelets and palettes, respectively. With such

a factorization, object classification can be performed us-

ing descriptors encoding shape and color information sep-

arately. We have showed that our model is competitive on

Caltech28 and Caltech101 against several baselines.

We note that we may achieve stronger classification re-

sults using the recent work in [1], which illustrates how to

construct more powerful codebooks when the number of

codewords is fairly small. We may also benefit from dif-

ferent pooling arrangements, an approach which has been

3We do not exactly reproduce the results reported by [9] of 56.4% using

15 training examples due to our resizing of images

recently shown to yield significant improvements [1, 20].
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